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David Hobbs helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in
the interior fuse box of your Kia Soul in addition to the fuse panel diagram location. Electrical
components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows all have
fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. If
your Soul is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first, because
they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Kias have multiple interior fuse
boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse box of your
Soul is located. If your Soul has many options like a sunroof, navigation, heated seats, etc, the
more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make sure you check all of
the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in
your Soul, make sure you replace it with one that has the same amperage as the blown fuse. If
checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we recommend
seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if
the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some other problem with your Soul.
Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He
has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Cars
burn, leak and otherwise dispense of their oil. Check your level frequently and top up when
necessary. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter
the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Change your cabin air filter! Dirty cabin air filter
cause undue wear on your car's heater and AC and can cause bad odors. Oil level check. Rotate
your tires. Rotate your tires at least three times per year. See all videos for the Kia Soul. We
have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Lake Chevy helped
make these videos. The video above shows how to check for blown fuses in the interior fuse
box of your Kia Soul and where the fuse panel diagram is located. If your map light, stereo,
heated seats, headlights, power windows or other electronic components suddenly stop
working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. If your Soul is experiencing electrical
problems, you should always check the fuses first, because they are relatively easy to check
and cheap to change. Some Kias have multiple interior fuse boxes even the trunk - the video
above will show you where the interior fuse box of your Soul is located. The more electronics
your Soul has, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make sure
you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to replace a
blown fuse in your Soul, make sure you replace it with one that has the same amperage as the
blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we
recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to
figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some other problem
with your Soul. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things
on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars
on the road. The best way to fix leaking hoses is to replace them, but if you don't have time, a
stop leak product might work for you. Car companies often use the same engines in different
cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst
other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for
your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like
your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has
produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Change center stop
light. Don't be the guy with your third brake light burnt out. Replace fog lights. Don't be caught
in the fog with burnt out fog light bulbs. Fix leaky hoses. Determine if your air filter is dirty.
Learn where your air filter is located and how to determine if it needs to be changed. See all
videos for the Kia Soul. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have
everything Locate the small reset button hole on the faceplate of the radio. It is usually located
to the lower-right of the display, but is sometimes located at the upper-right of the display. The
entire system will reset. I am trying to locate the reset button on my Kia Soul. There is no
factory reset button. Have hit the factory reset. On my Kia soil the radio stop working and the
front passenger window quiet working what should I check for. My Kia Soul Radio and the front
passenger window just quiet working any ideal what I should check. I have a Kia soul the dash
half of my dash is on and the rest of the dashboard is totally off I hit the reset button and
nothing happened so now what do I do. Your email address will not be published. This site uses

Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Home About Privacy.
Comments I am trying to locate the reset button on my Kia Soul. There is no reset button on a a
Kia I have. I have a kia soul and its not working. Im trying to see if it has a reset button. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Kia Sorento, One day I turned on
my car and there was NO audio. Not from the radio, CD, navigation or call assist. I checked all
the fuses but they were all good. Then I found the reset button on the front next to the Sirius
Radio Dog, top left , pushed it with the tip of a pen and it turned everything off Then the audio
was back! It's only been 1 day but so far so good. Hope it never happens again. Swallow
answered 6 years ago. I have Sorento Two months ago the sound on radio, CD, navigation or
call assist all packed up. It saved me a lot of money. My advice is try this and it may just need
resetting as a mobile phone. I have the kia forte ex and same issues my radio and USB aren't
working I changed fuses unplugged the battery for awhile even got it recharged and still nada
no power no sound everything works perfectly but those two maybe yall know. GuruDZD4
answered 3 years ago. Jennifer answered 3 years ago. The reset button thing worked awesome.
I don't know what happened but I am so glad it was fixed. Guru98M3X answered 3 years ago. I
have a kia sorento that for whatever reason the radio just periodically stops working? It'll then
come on and stop working again Fuses are all good? Anyone have this problem before and
what's the fix? GuruB9YLN answered 2 years ago. I have a CEED estate - not fuse so
disconnected the battery for 2 minutes, reconnected - and it worked - great! TomTanaka5
answered 2 years ago. All fuse are good. Saw a Vedio where it says to look at fuse labeled
module and that was good. Also I looked for a reset button saw none. Disconnected battery
waited then hooked back up still not working. GuruC6DJ3 answered about a year ago. About
Audio. Suddenly no more sound, however the display worked, Bluetooth connection as well. As
advised here above, I checked the fuses, and disconnected the battery for 2m. After this
everything worked back perfectly. Thanks to you all! GuruLY54N answered about a year ago. I
have Kia Sorento ,radio wont work, never has worked ,strIghtfrom i. Ant find the reset buttonto
try to try. Does anyone know where it is? GuruSZ9SW answered about a year ago. Caredneck
answered about a year ago. She tried turning it on and off several times to no avail. After her
2nd job in the afternoon, it started working again and has been good since. She told em that it
was replaced for issues way back when she bought it. Guru2VZBZ answered about a year ago. I
have a Kia sorento and when I cut my car off and take the keys out I can't manually lock the
doors what's the problem. Guru3NWXL answered 7 months ago. I have a sorento, odd time the
Aftermarket radio,clock and dash lights go out all at once. All random times. Changed the radio,
Checked all the fuses and no problems there. No one seems to know what the issue is at the
dealer. Guru3J6QQ answered 7 months ago. I disconnected the battery, waited 2 minutes,
reconnected and the radio works! However I could not find a reset button anywhere. Sorento
GuruW52 answered 4 months ago. Guru9DNWD3 answered 3 months ago. Chris answered 3
months ago. As another person mentioned already, the 15A "module" fuse on the inside fuse
panel right by your left knee as you're driving was the source of this problem on my Sorento LX
UVO head unit. I pulled it out and it tested fine. When I reinserted the fuse, the head unit power
returned. So either the fuse had worked itself loose or the head unit needed a hard power cycle.
All better now. Guru9ZF3TC answered 2 months ago. I have a KIA Forte That car battery went
and I had a boost. Now I have no radio or back screen. I checked all the fuse, and tried reset
button. Still nothing. Lost of hope, need help plz! My driver's power seat won't recline. All of the
seat controls work except THAT one. It'll go up, it just won't recline back. The car accesories
were left on, for 1 day, the battery died out completely even on several jump starts. Have to
replace the battery for new one. Just when I stop. I have a kia Sorrento and the power locks will
not work key fob will not work and interior dome lights do not come on when door is open but
work manually pls help. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. I have no power to the radio,
fuse is good. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Kia Sorento question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Kia Sorento Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Check all the fuses in the fuse box
if you don't have a list of which fuses go to what. Lenise answered about a month ago. Mine did
the exact same thing when I bought the car The fuse box is on the left side of the drivers wheel
Youtube which one to replace , took out myself took it into auto zone they gave me a new one
Put it in myself. The radio is dead and I figure its a fuse. Where do I find that particular fuse. My
blowers are working fine but I've noticed I'm no longer able to adjust the level of heat or cold air
coming through them, my circulation button I have a kia soul, I went in a big covert and it bent

the control arm. There is a awful noise comming from passenger side under the hood it does it
when I press the gas. It has been about 8 mo I have a different car. Content submitted by Users
is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. My radio
went out is it a fuse. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Kia Soul question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Vehicle Kia Soul! Get Started. Search Kia Soul Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Kia Soul Electrical
Fuse Replacement Guide How to check or change a blown electrical fuse in a 1st generation to
Kia Soul with photo illustrated steps. Assortment boxes of new low profile mini blade fuses in a
variety of amperage ratings e. There should be a plastic fuse puller tool on the underside of the
interior fuse block cover. If the tool is missing, you can use a pair of needle nose pliers with
rubber insulated handles. Press in the release tab on the rear of the fuse box cover and lift it off
to expose the panel. The interior passenger compartment fuse block is located underneath a
plastic access panel on the left side of the driver's side dashboard. Pull up the release tab at the
bottom of the access cover and remove it from the dashboard. Fuse Location Diagram Interior
Fuse Block Passenger Compartment Fuses There is a fuse location diagram on the underside of
the fuse panel access cover and also another one in your owner's manual. The Kia Soul uses
"low profile" type mini blade fuses. If necessary, you may also use standard mini blade fuses.
The standard mini blade fuses will just not sit flush with the fuse block. Pull the old fuse straight
out of the socket and hold it up to a light source. If the thin metal strip inside the translucent
plastic center of the old fuse appears broken or "burnt" it is most likely "blown" and needs to be
replaced. If the thin metal bar inside the old fuse appears to be intact, the fuse is most likely still
good. But since new fuses are so inexpensive, the fuse should be still be replaced as part of
your electrical issue troubleshooting process. Push the engine bay fuse box cover back down
in place. Re-insert the top of the passenger compartment fuse block access panel and then pop
in the bottom of the cover. If you found this guide to be helpful, please consider making a small
donation by clicking on the PayPal. Thank you! Note: I am not a registered charity. Donations
are not tax deductible. Release Fuse Box Cover. Fuse Location Diagram. Engine Bay Fuse
Panel. Driver Side Dashboard. Pull Off Access Cover. The engine bay fuse box is located on the
far right driver side next to the 12V automotive battery. Interior Fuse Block. Passenger
Compartment Fuses. There is a fuse location diagram on the underside of the fuse panel access
cover and also another one in your owner's manual. Pull Out Old Fuse. Old Fuse Removed. Hold
Fuse Up To Light. Gently grasp the old fuse that you'd like to check or change with the plastic
fuse puller tool or a pair of needle nose pliers with rubber insulated handles. Push In New Fuse.
Push On Fuse Box Cover. Replace Interior Panel. Push a new low profile mini blade fuse of the
same amperage rating e. Paul's Travel Pictures is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC
Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to
earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon. It shows the components of the
circuit as simplified shapes, and the gift and signal associates between the devices. A wiring
diagram usually gives opinion very nearly the relative point and treaty of devices and terminals
on the devices, to help in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would take effect
more detail of the being appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative notation
to put the accent on interconnections on top of being appearance. A wiring diagram is often
used to troubleshoot problems and to make certain that all the links have been made and that
whatever is present. Architectural wiring diagrams accomplish the approximate locations and
interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and steadfast electrical facilities in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use okay symbols for wiring devices,
usually vary from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not on your own
discharge duty where something is to be installed, but also what type of device is swine
installed. For example, a surface ceiling well-ventilated is shown by one symbol, a recessed
ceiling fresh has a substitute symbol, and a surface fluorescent lighthearted has out of the
ordinary symbol. Each type of switch has a rotate metaphor and correspondingly reach the
various outlets. There are symbols that piece of legislation the location of smoke detectors, the
doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical
inspection authority to take up attachment of the address to the public electrical supply system.
Wiring diagrams will as well as swell panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser
diagrams for special facilities such as blaze alarm or closed circuit television or new special
services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the

website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. So how do you find out what problems are
occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are
interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. Car is in P as rk.
Car is not moving. Car is not already started. Often the car won't start. Interior lights come on
when key is placed in ignition, but wont turn over. You have to wiggle the shifter or turn the
steering wheel. It will eventually start. Car gurus has over identical complaints. It appears it's a
coil of some type. Multiple vehicles various years. He dealerships often just recommend
replacing starter or battery. But the issue remains. It's a product defect. Should be a recall. Car
check engine light constantly turns on and off on its own. No engine warning lights on. At
random, engine will lose power, but does not quit. No matter how much you try to accelerate,
car only reaches approximately 30 mph. Observed to happen after turning ignition key and
nothing happens. However, occurrence is random, and no engine warning code is given.
Mechanics find nothing wrong, due to no warning code. Search CarComplaints. The car was in
drive, but I had my foot on the brake. It started shaking and sounding rough, as if it were
struggling to stay on. I drove it for a few miles, but was afraid to drive more than 35 or so mph. It
was shaking and making noise the entire way. I only drove on the interstate to the next exit, so
that I could find an open parking lot just in case it cut off on me. I called aaa and got a tow home
due to the lateness of the hour. The next morning, aaa towed me to a aaa car care facility and I
let them do repairs. I was told that ignition coil 4 was bad and had to be replaced, and that it
would be better to replace all 4 coils. He said that the other 3 coils should be replaced as soon
as possible. Received a letter from Kia stating to have my steering checked out. I am hearing a
popping noise when I turn left in the steering. It pulls to the right when driving the Kia
dealership is saying there's nothing wrong. But there's got to be something going on and they
keep trying to tell me that there's nothing wrong. Also there's a suspension noise coming from
the rear when I go over a great or anyting even a small little dent in the road it sounds like the
whole back end of my car is going to fall apart another issue with the brakes when I apply the
brakes my lights dim on the inside of my vehicle then when I go the lights will go bright again.
Car was great until it reached the mile mark. Then it loses all power and dies while going 65 to
70 mph on freeway! After it sits for about 15 minutes it starts fine with the RPM gauge giving an
actual reading. This is happening about 3 times in a 25 mile span! My Kia Soul base with the 1. I
stopped at the nearest autozone, bought a appropriate replacement, and installed the part in the
parking lot. Upon ignition, the car immidiately began misfiring and died. On the second attempt,
the car started and misfired; but it sent the same code then the tachometer died. Although the
techometer died, the engine continued to idle and run without further misfires. Upon seeing
this, I figured it was the cam shaft position sensors as the symptoms are very similiar. I found,
and replaced both engine mounted cam shaft position sensors, but no new symptoms untill I
test drove the vehicle. During the test drive, the vehicle emmited 3 obd codes, and didnt start
misfiring until the tachometer went over RPM. By then, I was doing a highway test on I outside
Lincoln, ne, and the car just died at around mph. It emmited code for a bad crankshaft position
sensor, for cruise control on signal malfunction I have the base model, so there is no cruise
control , and for battery temperature circuit malfunction. I managed to get the vehicle off the
interstate, and back home where the problem changed again. Now it misfires untill the
tachometer hits , then the tachometer dies and the vehicle appear to run normal dispite the
reoccuring odb2 codes , , and it appears the engine heated up enough to burn out a brand new
crankshaft position sensor, and cause problems with the battery. Car would not start, it was
found that the wire covers and wires were disinigrated. It was taken to shop and repaired.
Vehicle was towed to shop and mechanic had advised that it was the same issue but different
location, this time was worse and was told that if the vehicle would have started that it would
have possibly caught on fire and endangering the safety to myself and other occupants. Was

also informed that Kia uses a soy based peanut oil coating for the wires. He informed that this
would attract animals. The mechanic advised that Kia is aware of this and there are no recalls as
far as he is aware of. The passenger side is loose as well. I am told no way to secure passenger
side it just has to be replaced as well. Also noticed a loud screeching coming from driver side
every time I apply the brake. Also said noise was fine it was just caused by metallic structure of
brakes and have to deal with it. Dashboard lights came on and car wouldn't start. Had car towed
to Kia of bowie md. Car has only The contact owns a Kia Soul. The contact stated that there had
been several failures that progressed since purchasing the vehicle. The radio shorted out and
was replaced by the dealer southside Kia, atlantic blvd, jacksonville, fl , Also, the odometer
displayed an improper reading and the steering column was extremely tight, making abnormal
noises. In addition, the steering wheel was difficult to turn left or right. The vehicle was taken to
the dealer more than three times, but the radio failed again and the driver's seat belt failed to
properly restrain. The vehicle was taken back to the dealer where it currently remains for
service. The manufacturer was notified of the failures and indicated that they would provide a
follow-up response. The contact received no solution yet from the manufacturer. The
approximate failure mileage was 68, My car's heater assembly control has failed and in doing so
my car's heater defaulted to cold and face making it impossible to defrost the windshield. Kia
wants an astronomical fee to diagnose the problem and even more for the part and installation. I
purchased the vehicle in December and every so often the gauges and the lights in the dash will
not work. The vehicle failed to shift into gear. I had contacted the dealer from whom I purchase
the vehicle, I then took it to their repair shop. The gentleman mechanic was unable to determine
the cause. I then called the dealership and requested another vehicle, of course they refused. In
a matter of days, the dash materials began to work again. Unfortunately, 20 days later, the same
thing happened again. None of the lights and gauges in the dash work, and the vehicle will not
go into drive. For the vehicle. The computer system for the radio had a service advisory instead
of a recall, so I wasn't notified by mail. But the problem is that in addition to the radio, it affects
the backup camera and eventually the dashboard, making both of them inoperable. The
repairmen at Ford Kia in richmond, ca tried to play this off like it's not a serious problem. But if
the dashboard controls are useless when driving down the highway, and you need to try and
pull over to restart the car, that is a problem waiti
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ng to happen. I continued to drive it from ky to indianapolis in when the speedometer stopped
working then the entire instrument panel stopped working, I called Kia dealership in
elizabethtown ky and they said they had ordered the entire cluster but car was okay to drive, I
went out the next day and the car started but you could not engage the gear shift. Had to have
the car towed to dealership. They had car 3 weeks and said it is fixed. January 13th started all
over with odometer going out, took it back to Kia and they had to order yet another cluster 2nd
in 2 months okay to drive car, I refused and required them to provide loaner which is not
allowed to be taken out of state. This is not a safety issue but goes to electrical, they had to
replace the entire glove compartment because the light kept going on and off when the door
was closed. They said a sensor had gone out and they had to replace the entire thing not just a
bulb. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

